JOSKIN CAN NOW BE DOWNLOADED!
Many were waiting for it. JOSKIN did it. The JOSKIN Group has just presented its new tablet application to its
entire network. Celebrating this year its first half century of existence, the JOSKIN company proves in this way
that it remains more than ever in the spirit of our times.
As explained to the professionals from its network, the underlying purpose of this development was to optimise
the contents and relevancy of the sales information for all JOSKIN dealers and importers towards the customers.
Every element was therefore studied for this application to perfectly meet this goal. With its sober design and clear
structure, the tool offers an intuitive experience and an easy and efficient navigation for a daily use.
This application covers the entire JOSKIN range. The various models of machines and their specifications are thoroughly detailed. An access to a very complete media library with videos, pictures, PDF brochures, a price list of
the accessories, presentations of the company, etc. completes it. In this way, every detail, every equipment can
now be seen just like if you were behind your computer at work.
The 7 languages used at JOSKIN furthermore provide a complete an accessible content, whatever your location.
On top of that, the application also includes a quotation configurator, allowing the sales representatives to immediately make a quotation to the customers and to export it if necessary. With advanced features, this module can
check the compatibility of the options and therefore prevent possible mistakes (machine options, hydraulic functions, greasing, etc.) when making a quotation in front of the customer.
The application can be from now on downloaded on the Google Play Store (ANDROID). It is first available to the
professionals from the JOSKIN network only, but the general public will also soon be able to use it.
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